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“Creativity is just connecting things. When you ask creative people how they 

did something, they feel a little guilty because they didn’t really do it, they 

just saw something. It seemed obvious to them after a while”, Steve Jobs 
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What makes our world and the economy tick? 

Ever wondered how we got ourselves out from the ruins of the Middle Ages to the Renaissance 

and the wonders of modern technology?  

Although it is common knowledge that the development of the past 500 years is based on a 

series of important discoveries that helped shape our modern civilization, we still don’t 

understand exactly how innovation adds value to the economy and, even more, how to quantify 

this relationship.  

The following will shed some light on the relationship between innovation and economic growth 

and help us understand how our decisions and efforts today may influence our future. 

Innovation, a key driver of economic growth 

 

If we examine, in parallel, the Schumpeter’s wave of innovation and the cyclical trend of the global 

economy (Fig.1), we find out that the innovation wave clearly precedes the corresponding wave 

of the global economy, thus implying a causality relationship. Furthermore, the initial phases of 

both cyclical trends are “synced”, with each GDP cycle starting just a few years after the 

corresponding cycle of innovation. This is to be expected, since after we discover something new, 

it usually takes some years for the market to assimilate the innovation and gradually transform it 

to actual business activity.  

http://www.scienceprogress.org/2011/05/waves-of-innovation-2
http://www.forecastingnet.com/apps/blog/entries/show/7679507-global-economic-crisis-could-we-have-predicted-it-
http://www.forecastingnet.com/apps/blog/entries/show/7679507-global-economic-crisis-could-we-have-predicted-it-
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Communication and interaction: the “elixir” of development 

All innovations contribute to our development, albeit with a 

different weight to the final outcome. For instance, although the 

invention of inkjet printing is important, its impact is far smaller 

than that of the invention of the Printing Press that paved 

humanity’s way to the Renaissance. And some innovations clearly 

derive from others. For instance, personal computers, the world 

wide web, and social media, regardless how great their impact is 

to our world, would not exist at all, if it weren’t for the invention 

of the Transistor in the first place.  

By studying the timeline of innovations in the three most recent periods of development of the 

Western Civilization, the Renaissance, the Industrial Revolution, and the Globalization Era, it is 

apparent that near the beginning of each growth period there is a series of discoveries that acts 

as a catalyst for future advancements.  

Period Year
Key communication 

driver
Development

1439 Information flow Gutenberg developes movable type printing technology 

1492 Transportation Columbus reaches the New World

1769 Transportation Watt patents first practical steam engine

1776 Freedom of speech U.S. Declaration of Independence

1789 Freedom of speech French Revolution begins

1804 Transportation The first full scale working railway steam locomotive in the UK

1807 Transportation The first steamship

1876 Telecommunications Bell patents the telephone

1895 Telecommunications Marconi sends first radio signals

1903 Transportation Wright brothers fly first motorized airplane

1908 Transportation Ford model T

1926 Transportation Invention of the liquid-propelled rocket

1927 Telecommunications Working model of a television

1930 Transportation Jet engine

1946 Information flow The first large-scale, electronic, digital computer, ENIAC

1947 Information flow The Transistor

1947 Telecommunications Cellular technology for Mobile Phones

1947 Freedom of speech Gandhi's civil disobedience movement leads to an independent India

Renaissance
(14th - 17th centuries)

Industrial Revolution
(mid 18th - 19th centuries)

Globalization Era
(late 19th century - now)

 

More specifically, advancements in information flow, transportation, telecommunications, and 

freedom of speech, apart from being important on their own, act as a catalyst for future growth 

by boosting effective communication, thus facilitating business and economic transactions, free 

exchange of ideas, and other types of creative interaction, therefore, resulting in the initiation of a 

virtuous cycle of more innovation and economic activity.  
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Modelling the impact of effective communication and interaction 

A paper, published by Elsevier in early 2011, introduced a general model of Interaction Systems (IS 

model) that can describe the interaction dynamics of many different systems, economic, business, 

social, physical, or other, offering both quantitative and qualitative forecasts and insights. In one 

of its first applications, the IS model was used to successfully model and forecast the Global GDP 

from 1950 to 2012. In this case, the interacting parts are the supply and demand sides of the 

economy. We should expect the rate of interaction, incorporated into specific parameters of the IS 

model, to positively evolve as the world's interaction infrastructure gets better over time. In order 

to verify this, we performed different model fits for the following successive periods:  1500–1700 

(Renaissance), 1700–1900 (Industrial Revolution), 1900–1950 (early Globalization Era), and 1950 

onwards (modern Globalization Era), thus generating a long term model of the global GDP that 

incorporates interaction infrastructure changes (Fig.2, source of actual data Angus Maddison). 

 

As expected, the calculated model parameters are very closely related to the evolution of our 

interaction infrastructure, as indicated by the travelling speed of each period 

(Fig.3).

 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.techfore.2011.01.007
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.techfore.2011.01.007
http://www.forecastingnet.com/apps/blog/show/23222993-the-future-of-the-global-economy-2013-2030
http://www.forecastingnet.com/apps/blog/show/23222993-the-future-of-the-global-economy-2013-2030
http://www.ggdc.net/maddison
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Scenarios for the past and future of the global economy 

So, now that we have a model that relates interaction infrastructure to economic growth, we ask 

ourselves, what would have happened if we had the same level of transportation, 

telecommunications, information flow, and freedom of speech of the modern Globalization 

period, available earlier on in time, say by 50 or 100 years? To answer this, all we have to do is to 

let the IS model recalculate global GDP estimates, assuming the current interaction infrastructure 

appeared, in 1900 or in 1850 respectively.   

 

The result, in Fig. 4, reveals a tremendous increase in GDP levels, by three and six times 

respectively by 2000! 
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Conclusion - a new way of understanding growth 

So, to go back to the initial question, what makes the economy tick? 

Facilitating communication and creative interaction seems to have a multiplier effect on the 

development of our civilization and economic prosperity. This can be instinctively understood by 

studying the impact to the economy of advancements related to better Information flow, 

Transportation, Telecommunications, and Freedom of speech that act as catalysts for business 

and economic transactions, the free exchange of ideas, and other types of creative interaction, 

initiating a virtuous cycle of even more innovation and economic activity. 

 

The virtuous cycle of creative interaction and economic growth 

 

Furthermore, this relationship can be more accurately quantified by using a certain modelling 

methodology based on the interaction systems concept (IS model). 

Based on all these, and the particular importance of interaction enablers, we are on a right track 

for more growth and development, now leveraging the merits of digital communications and 

interaction. 

 


